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Action Plans lor the management of Superb Parrot Powelis swainsonii populations have been developed
yet measures of abundance are lacking. we present a series of counts to determine the abundance of Superb
Parrots and the number of potential nesting trees along road verges on the south-western slopes New South
Wales. There were 2.5 possible nesting trees per kilometre whilst just prior to the start of the breeding season
there were 0.62 birds per kilomeke. Birds were repoded throughout the survey area but their distribution did not
correspond to an increase in the number of trees with potential nesting hollows. The survey provides benchmark
data tor luture reference on the number of potential nesting trees and, due lo the lack of correlation between
Superb Parrot numbers and nesting kees, highlights the importance oi retaining all trees whether isolated or not
along road verges.

INTRODUCTION

The range of the threatened Superb Parrot Polrlelir
swaituonii, apart from a slight incursion into Victoria at the
Barmah Forest along the Murray River, is restricted to New
South Wales. Although its distribution within New South
Wales is well documented (Blakers e/ al. 1984; Webster
1988) there are no published estimates of abundance.

In New South Wales the range of the Superb Panot is
restricted to the western slopes of the Great Dividing Range
and plains within greatly altered landscapes now dominated
by sheep grazing and cereal growing. Nearly all of the
parrot's distribution is on private land, thus increasing
the logistic diff icult ies of any large-scale survey. Whilst
recognizing the l imitations of the method, road counts are
one way to reduce the logistic problems and to determine
the distribution and abundance of Superb Parrots over a
relatively large area.

The Superb Parrot requires tree hollows in which to
breed. The number of hollow-bearing trees within its range
has been greatly reduced with clearing and agricultural
practices. Road verges are often the only remaining areas
that contain trees old enough to provide a quantity of
hollows of sufficient diameter and depth to provide suitable
breeding habitat.

The Superb Parrot is l isted as vulnerable in Australia
(Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conseryation Act
1999), in Victoria (Flora and Fauna Guaranree Act lggg).
New South Wales (Threatened Species Conservarion Act

1995) and the ACT (Nature Conservation Act 1980). Action
Plans for the management of the Superb Parrot have been
developed yet there appears to be a surprising lack of
information on their abundance, information that is critical
to the monitoring of any management plan.

The aim of this paper is to provide a measure of the
relative abundance of Superb Parrots within part of their
breeding range between Canberra, Australian Capital
Territory (35"17'S, 149'13'E) and Boorowa, New South
Wales (34"27'5, 148"44'E) on the western slopes of the
southern tablelands. and to determine whether there is a
relationship between the number of Superb Parrots and the
number of potential breeding hollows akrng road verges.

METHODS

On 25 October 1995 and again on 30 Scprcmber 1998 the aurhors
kavelled betwcen Canberra and Boorowa and rctumed bv vehicle alons
221 k i lomelrcs of  roJd\  rhr l  !ar ied f rom uniealea counrr l  rord,  r6
major highways (Fig. l). The vehicle travelled at about 40 kilometres
per hour although on major roads the speed was increased on occasions
1() prevent a back-uD of lrafiic.

For the 1995 survey all trccs within 50 meties of cach side of (he road
were visually assessed by thc driver (CD) and the location of the rrees
containing hollows suilable for nesring were rmrked on a l:100 000 scale
map by the passcnger (DP). Experience in assessing potential nesting trees
had been gained previously by CD during a survey conducred within rhe
local area over tbee breeding seasons (Davey 1997)_ All trees possessing
hollows wcre similar to rhose described by Webster (1988) as typical nest
tees lbund on the sourh wcstem slopes. The process was repeared in 1998
at a similar dme of rhe year Any clearing of road vegelation between
the two suveys was noted.
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FiEuIe 2. Number of Supeft Parrots in October
2000 and alemge number of trees per
kilometre with potential Superb Parrcl
nestinS hollotys along a 223 kilometrc survey
transect betu)een Canberra, Austtahan
Capital Terriory, Boototea, Nev/ South Wates

.  
The inrerval between survey5 eo(ured the driver had no memorv ofrne rrrsl  surve). rhu! providiDg independent counl!.  The t*o .uri .r .

rnree years apart al lo$ed for a0 assessmenr of the repeatabi l i tv;f
surveying potenl ial ne\l  hol lows aod provided rtre opponuoir i  todocumenl any changes rn nest hol lol* abundance auring rtr i  inte,u.n,og
period.

. ̂ 1. l::i].," 
and.abundance of Superb panols aton8 rhe survey roure

were as(essed on J.5 October 2000 \^hen CD cycl id the route. The
slurvey was utrdetlaken ar the optimal time lo count Superb parrots, as
Int) were actjvely engaged in inspecling tree holjo$s before rhe slart
ol egg lal jng. The location and number of brrds seen were recorded.
For bids that were heard but not seen the number was taken to be th;
seen average group sizc.

RESULTS

In 1998 there were no signs of road works that mav have
removed roadside vegetalion over the intervening ieriod.Any differences in estimates of tree hollows therefire were
due to either slight differences in the start of sections or
differences in assessment of trees.

There were 554 trees with hollows counted along the route
in 1995 and 553 in 1998. The intraclass irrelation
co^efficienr R is a repeatabil ity measure ranging from 0 ro
t.U lor exact repeatabil ity {Krebs l9g9). The high measure
of repeatability between the two surveys (R = 0.7g, 95qo c.l.
0.72, 0.83) infers that there was little difference between the
counts and the average of 2.5 potential nesting trees for each

Figure L Sclr€rnaric magt of the suney route ltom Canberra to Boomvta
and retum via Rte Park and Murrumbateman.
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one-kilomefe section can be taken. The number of trees
with hollows suitable as Superb Parrot nest sites varied from
56 one-kilometre sections with no such trees to a maximum
of 17.5 rees in section 33 (Fig.2). Sections with the highest
number of potential nest trees were found between sections
29 and 42lying south ofYass and between sections 163 and
167 between Rye Park and Yass. The sections with the least
number of hollow-beadng trees lay between Canberra and
Yass (sections 48-60), around Boorowa (sections 99-108)
and between Yass and Boorowa (sections 187-203).

For the bicycle survey in October 2000, Superb Panots
were recorded from 32 of the 223 one-kilometre sections
(Fig.2). Birds were recorded throughout the day up to a
maximum of 250 metles from the observer. One hundred
and 38 birds from 41 groups ranging in size from one to
ten birds were recorded. The relative abundance of birds
was 0.62 individuals per kilomebe with an abundance of
0,18 groups per kilometre. The bicycle survey was
conducted in October at a time when birds had returned
to their breeding grounds and were nest searching
therefore, the abundance estimate would represent the size
of the population at its lowest numbers. There was no
relationship between number of birds per kilometre
observed and abundance of trees per kilometre with
hollows (R'? = 0.009).

DISCUSSION

There are few studies that relate the number of possible
nest hollows to the number of actual nest hollows. This can
only be done by either fell ing the tree (Gibbons and
Lindenmayer 1996) or by checking the interior of the
standing hollow, which is both time consuming and
dangerous. Mackowski ( 1987), who estimated the number
of Blackbutt (Eucalyptus piLularis) hollows from the
ground and compared once the trees were felled, correctly
estimated 90 per cent of main stem hollows and 70 per
cent of branch hollows. Harper et al. (in prep.) counted
the number of E. leucoxylon with hollows from the ground
and compared these with counts obtained from climbing
the trees. Eighty-one per cent of the trees with hollows
were identified from the ground counts.

Wesolowski (2001) demonstrated that in primaeval
northern hemisphere temperate forests useable hollows was
oyerestimated by just under 14 per cent whilst the
occupancy rate varied between 36-52 per cent. From felled
trees in temperate eucalypt forests in south-eastern
Australia, Gibbons er al. (2002) found vertebrate fauna
occupied 57 per cent of hollow-bearing trees. The number
of hollows in tlees with evidence of occupancy by fauna
was positively associated with the total number of hollows
in a tree, the percentage of the crown that contained dead
branches, tree diameter and differences occurring between
some tree species; all attdbutes used in assessing trees in
the present study,

From these limited data it would appear that ground
surveys underestimate the number of trees with hollows by
about 20 per cent whilst about 50 per cent of hollows were
utilized by vertebrate fauna.

Although it is not possible to estimate the proportion of
potential Superb Panot nesting trees with the number of
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observed trees with hollows, assuming the proportion of
observed to useable trees is similar throughout the survey
route then the number of trees observed with hollows
provides an index of potential nest-bearing tlees.

Birds were observed in areas irrespective of the number
of potential hollow-bearing trees. Davey (1997) noted that
there were many areas without Superb Parrots that
appeared suitable for breeding. There is no obvious reason
why there are Superb Parrots in some areas and not in
others. This presumably indicates that there are insufficient
birds to occupy all available breeding habitat, or factors
not associated with tree hollows determine the disfiibution
of Superb Panots during the breeding season.

It is not possible to predict from the type of data we have
collected those areas along roadside verges in which
Superb Parrots are likely to be found. Thus, any road verge
maintenance that involves the removal of trees similar to
those defined by Webster (1988) should not occur unless
a survey is undertaken for the presence of Superb Parrots
during the breeding season, i.e. between September and
December.

Roadside vegetation represents important habitats for
many species (Bennett l99l) especially in those areas
cleared for agriculture usually favoured by the Superb
Parrot. There is no published information on the density
of potential breeding habitat for hollow-nesting bird species
along road verges and even less information on the removal
of the habitat. The surveys reported here provide some
preliminary information for an area on the south-west
slopes and will provide a benchmark for future reference.
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